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It was the year 2015, I was on cloud 99 (that’s like 10 levels above cloud 9) because I had sold a crap ton of
my $39 product since I started my business 9 months ago. I had people telling me how much they love my
stuff and some who told me they bought even without reading my carefully crafted sales page
I realised that I had created products with a certain addicting quality to them.

Now at this point I had two options:
I could either sell a handful of these people something super pricy
Or
I could sell all of them something to keep them hooked, get them into the habit of ME and once they are
get in that habit, I could sell them more stuff for more time.

So I created a membership site.
BEST
DECISION 
EVER

58% of the people who are in my membership site end up buying one more product
34% of the people who are in my membership site end up buying 2 or more products

I have so many repeat buyers that if I don’t run any ads, do any promo, launch anything for the next 3
years, I will be A-OK because I have created a forever-purring recurring revenue engine.
In fact, if I don’t get a single new buyer starting today, how long will it take for me to get to income zero?

So let’s say I lose all my clients
All my clout
Al my social media
All my email list
Everything
Today…proof just like that.

I will still not get to income zero for another FIVE YEARS (yep I did the projections)
In fact it will take me at least THREE YEARS to get to a point where I would start worrying about covering
my expenses.

You know why?

Because of my 5 Figure Membership that makes it usual, habitual & normal for people to pay me on auto
every month.

 

GET PEOPLE INTO THE
HABIT OF YOU
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People join out of excitement, but they stay out of loyalty & habit.
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THE M.O.R.E MODEL
Would you rather sell a $27 one time offer to a group of 350 people (and then do that again every

single month until the end of your days)

Or would you rather acquire 350 people in your membership site with that one time mega

massive push

And then nurture them, amplify them and retain them for years, so they pay you on auto & buy

everything you create!

Because is what The MORE Method is all about

The key is to engineer your retention & amplification strategy carefully by using the 7 human

lures that make people stay on for years.

It’s important to remember that we don’t just want them to stay on, we also want them to

benefit from their membership, we also want them to tell others about it, bring their friends

and most importantly buy more of our products.

Let’s take a look at Amazon:

You know how many monthly members amazon has? The same as the entire adult population

of the entire US and adding a whopping $25 Billion to their bottom line just from the Prime

subscription.

With one big mega massive push every year (Prime Day) and multiple mini pushes throughout

the year, Amazon offers so many perks for Prime users that it would almost seem idiotic not to

upgrade.

Not to mention that all the “perks” of Prime actually get people to spend MORE with Amazon,

create a habitual spending pattern (with payment information saved) and allow them to create

a custom consumption path for each user.
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The emotions that compel people to join a membership site are NOT the ones

that makes them stay, buy more & tell everyone else about you.

The easiest way to do that is to create a custom consumption path that feeds

their needs & desires and makes them feel like the whole experience is

custom curated for them. Think of it like an Apple unboxing experience that

elevates this somewhat mundane chore to something people want to

document & share with their circle.

M.O.R.E MODEL
EXPLAINED

M- MAGNETIC ACQUISITION MODELS
Choose one, two or a mix of the 21 magnetic acquisition models for your

membership site so people not only flock to join but also remain glued to it for

years.

How you acquire people is how you hook them at the first hello.

Choosing the wrong model at the acquisition stage will have you selling a lot

of free trials or “30 day skippers” because you have not created a reason for

them to stick around after that initial 30-day period.

No. 01  — 

O- ONGOING EMOTION ACTIVATORSNo. 02  — 

R- RECURRING REVENUE SYSTEMS
A monthly membership site can be your entire business, the DTTS (Door to

The Safe) or it can be the FITD (Foot in the Door) for the rest of your business.

If you are selling a $3K+ offer, your membership site will give you the best

quality, super primed buyers for that offer, so you should treat it as an FITD.

But if you don’t have a $3K offer, your strategy will be a bit more nuanced to

get the most out of those members through retention & amplification.

No. 03 — 

E- ENGINEERING RETENTION & AMPLIFICATION
The Key to 5 Figure Memberships is to get MORE people to buy MORE from

you and stay on for MORE time by building a habit-forming product that

propels people to do MORE.

People join out of excitement, but they stay out of loyalty & habit.

It’s important to remember that we don’t just want them to stay on, we also

want them to benefit from their membership, we also want them to tell

others about it, bring their friends and most importantly buy more of our

products.

No. 04 — 
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Do you think anyone actually goes through their credit card bill and wonders if they should
cancel the Netflix monthly charge?

They might look at canceling some other recurring charges, given people are right now
prioritizing NECESSITY over LUXURY but Netflix somehow is not even remotely in the same
league as a possible cancellation.

 In fact, Netflix has one of the highest customer retention rates ever, not just in the streaming
service business but ALL subscription businesses.

 You know why?
Because of their relentless focus on making Netflix a daily habit, a necessary evil, an integral part
of our day.
Time for you to do the same for your buyers!

When I started my membership site back in March 2015, I heard a lot of sniggers.
A lot of “LOL so stupid”
a ton of “she is selling herself cheap”
and a massive dose of “you-are-an-idiot” masquerading as constructive feedback

You see, that was the time when everyone was on the PREMIUM BANDWAGON
Everyone was hell-bent on selling $2,000 courses, and anything cheaper was considered a
sacrilege.

Good thing I didn’t let them get to me and went on about my way..
I created a brand-new membership site and added 400 new members to it in 28 days (my list was
at about teeny 2.5K at that point)

I charged $7 for the first month (what a cheapo I know) and later months at $14.
That ONE membership site has made me $1.5 Million since then.
Some of the members who joined my PH lab back in 2015 are still with me..after YEARS!

You know why?
Is it because I shove content down their throats month after month?
Is it because I am always trying to fill a gaping hole in their soul with more trainings?
Is it because I give soooo much value that they think “Oh I can't believe I get so much for so little”
NOPE
It’s because I switch up my retention tactics every single month and activate entirely different
emotions as a result.
Some months I activate one emotion (belonging)
Next month I activate another emotion (prestige)
Next month it could be entertainment etc.

Bottom line: Keep them guessing, activate their emotions, feed their brains & they will never
(willingly) leave you.

RETENTION DOESN'T (ALWAYS)
NEED CONTENT
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21 NO-CONTENT
RETENTION TACTICS

Polls & Surveys (with the survey participants getting insider access to the full report with

intelligence & insights)

Curated Guest Experts (need-based or dealer’s choice)

Community Spotlights (with opportunities to pitch)

Surprise Giveaways

GSD Days (can even be run by a member of the community)

BOGO Offers

Moderated Community Events (meet-ups, Christmas parties, play dates etc)

Pay it Forwards 

Branded Swag (digital)

Branded Swag (physical)

Handwritten Cards (Services like https://www.cardly.net/)

Exclusive BTS (I used to do income report for PHL)

Grandfathered Pricing (People who joined back PHL in 2015 at $14 are still paying $14, no

wonder they don't want to leave ;)

Legacy Seats (A total of say 100 seats and only when someone leaves a spot open up so they

don't want to leave because they might not be able to get back)

Certificates & Awards

Cross Promo Opportunities (allow the community to collaborate or create a JV

collaboration)

Buddy Matchup 

Co-working Sessions

Community Powered Promotional Event

Aggregated Goals & Bets (setting goals for the whole community and using the bet money

for community events, meet-ups etc.)

Here are 21 Member Retention Tactics That Do not Require Your o Create New Content (But

will compel people to stick around for years)

See it’s not that hard to move away from endless content creation & look at other ways to

engage the senses of your members. The idea is to get them into the habit of YOU and that

should not require you to churn out endless content.

If you want to learn exactly how you can deploy these in your own membership, mastermind

or community, you should check out 5 Figure Membership where I am breaking it all down and

spending one full session just on retention & amplification.
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Ready for

Your 5

Figure

Membership

That Gets

People In The

Habit of

YOU?

YOUR MARCHING
ORDERS

I just opened the doors to 5 Figure Membership

Challenge and you are cordially and very excitedly

invited.

But only if you already have or are planning a 5 Figure

Membership in 2022, otherwise this won't be much

help.

Come join us in the 5 Figure Offer Membership

Challenge (it's $47 for 4 days, 8+ hours of live brand-

new material plus all tools, templates & materials and of

course recordings)

This is a time-tested, psych-approved system based on

The M.O.R.E model and using the habit-forming secrets

of companies like Netflix, Amazon & Apple.

So that you can have a 5 Figure Membership of your

own that makes it usual, habitual & normal for people

to pay you on auto every single month.

You also get all recordings if you can't attend live.
THE PERSUASION REVOLUTION
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5 FIGURE
MEMBERSHIP

MAGNETIC ACQUISITION MODELS
ASSETS CREATED:

1. Your 5 Figure Membership Acquisition Model

2. The 3 WHOs for Your 5 Figure Membership 

3. The Inaugural Vault for Your 5 Figure Membership

DAY. 01  — 

Grab Your Spot at The 5 Figure

Membership Here

ONGOING EMOTION ACTIVATORSDAY. 02  — 

RECURRING REVENUE SYSTEMSDAY. 03  — 

RETENTION & AMPLIFICATIONDAY. 04  — 

ASSETS CREATED:

1. The 7 Human Desires to Fuel Your 5 Figure Membership

2. The First 90 Days Emotion Activation Plan

3. Your 5 Figure Membership Trickle Tactics to get a monthly trickle

of new members

ASSETS CREATED:

1. Your Recurring Revenue System Locked (FITD or DTTS)

2. Your Upsell/ Downsell/ Crosssell Strategy Locked

3. Your Recurring Revenue Calculator For The First 100 Members

ASSETS CREATED:

1. The 7 Human Lures for Forever Retention

2. 12 Month or Bust Retention Plan for Your 5 Figure Membership

3. 3X Amplification Game plan to Turn One Member into 3
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